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Librarians Don’t Use Google!: Breaking Stereotypes and 
Myths about Smart Searching 





Students often assume that librarians sit with their noses stuck in dusty volumes 
all day. These same students are typically surprised to learn that many librarians 
actually work extensively with online resources and are adept at navigating 
websites and databases to uncover the best information. What comes as even more 
of a surprise? Learning that librarians rely heavily on Google to conduct thorough 
and credible research. 
 
In this article, the authors will discuss how they helped break this librarian 
stereotype and turned the tables on preconceived notions of how to conduct smart 
research using Google for a group of undergraduate students through an interactive 
online workshop. Specifically, this workshop helped students learn how to use 
Google to locate credible data, analysis, and information for class projects and 
career preparation; be more confident in evaluating quality web resources; and 
showed them how to distinguish between credible and questionable information 
sources. 
 
Furthermore, the authors will highlight the successes, challenges, and strategies for 
converting an in-person workshop (taught pre-COVID-19 pandemic) on mastering 
methods for becoming a Google power user into an interactive online workshop 
taught asynchronously during the pandemic and beyond. Lastly, the authors will 
explain how they adapted content from this online course into an evergreen 
resource for use across communities. 
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For many years, the Goizueta Business Library at Emory University has been 
working closely with the Goizueta Business School to bring undergraduate students 
key business intelligence skills. As part of the business school’s junior seminar, for 
instance, the business librarians developed an interactive workshop series, titled 
Business Essentials, that taught students how to discover credible research and 
strategize methods for effective searching on topics from marketing to 
entrepreneurship to career preparation and more.  
 
Initially, Business Essentials workshops were taught in person using small library 
classrooms with limited seating. Registration and logistics frequently posed 
challenges and ensuring consistent attendance across workshops was difficult at 
best. About five years ago, the business librarians began to experiment with 
incorporating online, asynchronous workshops taught via Canvas LMS into the 
workshop offerings. These sessions allowed more students to participate and 
presented new methods for students to engage with the material. After several 
semesters of consistently positive feedback, the business librarians felt confident 








As at many other academic institutions, the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted all 
standard instructional practices and forced the business librarians to pivot to a fully 
online model for the fall 2020 and spring 2021 semesters. All in-person Business 
Essentials classes were taught via Zoom, and the business librarians moved swiftly 
to amplify existing Canvas content.  
 
Advanced Google Workshop 
 
One of the more popular in-person Business Essentials workshops focused on 
teaching students advanced Google search techniques. The business librarians 
knew that students already relied heavily on Google to conduct their research and 
decided to embrace the tool and teach the students how to utilize it in a more 
thoughtful way rather than discourage them from using it altogether. The business 
librarians approached this issue by asking a question, “How do we get students to 
be more thoughtful in constructing their search strings and vetting credible 
resources when using Google for their research?” From this question, the advanced 
Google workshop was born. 
 
The goal of the workshop was for students to learn methods such as Boolean logic, 
INURL and domain searching, date filtering, and more, which would allow them to 
develop advanced search strategies. Using these techniques, the students learned 
how to effectively locate credible data, analysis, and information for class projects 
and career preparation. Further, the business librarians worked to give students 
the tools to be more confident in evaluating quality web resources and to help them 
understand how to distinguish between credible and questionable information 
sources. 
 
Prior to the pandemic, when this workshop was taught in person, the instructor 
would dive into advanced search techniques and provide students ample 
opportunities to develop their own strategies through extensive whiteboard and 
group activities. Once it became clear that a pivot to the online space would be 
necessary, the business librarians felt that an asynchronous Canvas workshop with 
extensive opportunities for hands-on activities would better serve the students than 
a lecture-style live Zoom session. 
 
Building Workshops in Canvas 
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Converting an in-person workshop into an interactive online experience posed a 
number of challenges. However, the business librarians were committed to 
providing the same depth of instruction as the students would receive in an in-
person setting. Therefore, it was important to consider how to utilize the various 
tools and features of Canvas thoughtfully to ensure that the workshop was 
impactful and useful.  
 
Replicating the Classroom Experience and Building Interactivity 
 
In order to replicate the classroom experience, the business librarians chose to build 
conversational presentations with simple step-by-step instructions for students to 
follow. The first few slides in the deck would present a new concept or search 
technique with the end of the presentation culminating in a sample exercise that 
would tie the concepts together. 
 
Below is a series of slides that walks students through the process of developing an 
advanced Google search string after they had already learned the basics (e.g., 
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Figure 1:  Series of slides that demonstrates how to build a search statement from a 
research topic 
Further, the business librarians worked to build flexible activities that would allow 
students to test out their newfound skills on topics that were relevant to them. In 
an in-person class, the business librarians would offer feedback and guidance as 
students worked through these activities, but the online format necessitated a 
different approach. Instead, the business librarians were careful to grade 
assignments and quizzes in a timely manner and on a rolling basis, offering 
individualized feedback and suggestions when students struggled to grasp the 
material. This approach allowed for a more personalized and detailed grading 
process and gave the students opportunities to revise mistakes as they worked 
through the class. 
 
Choosing Between Video Tutorials and PowerPoint Presentations 
 
The business librarians wanted to create a Canvas workshop that would have self-
paced assignments and quizzes and, most importantly, be intuitive for students to 
navigate. The business librarians determined they could best explain concepts 
through topic-specific PowerPoint presentation decks which students could easily 
navigate and the business librarians could quickly update when necessary. Rather 
than developing video tutorials, the business librarians decided to choose a format 
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with a little more flexibility in case on-the-spot changes or clarifications were 
necessary.   
 
After two iterations of the workshop and extensive student feedback, the business 
librarians feel confident that the presentation content is clear to follow and 
understand. Going forward, then, the business librarians will be considering 
creating video tutorials to replace the PowerPoint presentations. 
 
Making the Content Relevant 
 
In order to keep students interested and engaged with the content of the advanced 
Google class, the business librarians worked to incorporate topics and themes that 
were relevant to student course projects, current news, and career interests. For 
instance, in one module, the presentation documented the steps for connecting a 
Google Scholar account to Emory Libraries. The assignment that followed allowed 
students to explore the topic of COVID-19 and universities but gave them the 
flexibility to adjust their search to an aspect of this issue that was most interesting 
to them.  
 
Figure 2: Google Scholar assignment 
Other assignments allowed for even more adaptability so students could tailor their 
searches to topics of particular relevance to them. For example, after first learning 
the basics of conducting advanced Google searching, the students were given an 
assignment to locate a PDF or PowerPoint presentation about an industry of their 
choosing in order to prepare for a fictional interview. The business librarians 
developed this particular assignment with an eye to the future and in hopes that 
students would remember the skills they learned in this workshop when they were 
in the midst of career exploration and preparation. 
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Figure 3: Assignment allowing students to explore a career of their choice 
 
Organizing Content into Modules 
 
Since the advanced Google workshop was intended to be completed without any live 
instruction, the business librarians wanted to ensure that the content was 
structured intuitively so students could work through the material on their own 
without additional guidance. Therefore, the business librarians separated the full 
content of the workshop into modules and then structured the modules so they 
would build on one another; each module offered students the opportunity to explore 
the skills they had learned in that module’s presentation before moving to a more 
complicated set of techniques in the next module.   
8





Figure 4: Structure of modules 
Additionally, the business librarians wanted to ensure that students could complete 
the content of the advanced Google workshop in approximately the same amount of 
time that an interactive in-person or Zoom workshop would last: 90 minutes To test 
the timeline and clarity of the workshop, the business librarians asked library 
student assistants and fellow business librarians to work through the workshop at 
their own pace and record the amount of time it took to complete all module quizzes 
and assignments. After multiple rounds of testing, the business librarians were 
satisfied that the advanced Google workshop could be completed within the allotted 
time. 
 
Utilizing Canvas Tools: Quizzes and Assignments 
 
Working within Canvas required the business librarians to be thoughtful when 
developing activities to keep the class interactive. Although the platform provided 
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discussion boards and a few other tools, in this class, the business librarians focused 
on using the quiz and assignment tools.  
 
The quiz tool allows for answers in multiple choice, fill-in-the-blank, true/false, 
essay, and other formats. It not only gave the business librarians the opportunity to 
test comprehension, but also offered a method by which the business librarians 
could evaluate student understanding of a step-by-step process. For instance, in the 
quiz below, students were asked to build out a search string based on a sample 
research topic. Each question built on the question before it, and by the end of the 
quiz, the students had created a full search string that included trigger words, 





Figure 5: Quiz questions that build on each other 
Once students had a firmer grasp of a concept and had successfully worked through 
a quiz, the business librarians transitioned to using assignments. With 
assignments, the business librarians realized that they could give broader, more 
conceptual instructions, and allow students some flexibility in how they answered. 
10




Some assignments built on a previous quiz, but others were open-ended and allowed 
the students to tackle topics of particular interest to them. 
 
Figure 6: Example assignment based on a previous quiz 
Handling Logistics and Marketing 
 
When developing an asynchronous class taught on Canvas or any other online 
platform, it is important to consider the logistics of registration and marketing, and 
to strategize methods for communicating with students.  
 
For this particular workshop, the business librarians decided to offer students a 
month-long window during which they could register and complete the modules for 
credit. In previous semesters, the business librarians had offered shorter windows 
of time (usually somewhere between 10 days to two weeks) and would stagger the 
different Canvas workshops so students would complete one at a time. Offering a 
month-long window during which all Canvas sessions were open, though, gave the 
students more flexibility and freedom to work at their own pace. 
 
In previous Canvas workshops, the business librarians had required that students 
register before the class opened and did not allow late registrants to enter. When 
workshops were scheduled toward the end of the semester and students were 
feeling increasingly desperate to fulfill their junior seminar series requirements, 
this meant that the business librarians had to field numerous emails from students 
asking for special permission to enter. In an effort to mitigate these types of 
requests, the business librarians decided to offer rolling registration for the 
advanced Google workshop, during which one designated librarian would add new 
registrants to the course each morning that it was open. Although this approach did 
require a few minutes of work daily to add new students to the course, it saved at 
least the same amount of time answering frantic emails and having to make 
judgment calls about special requests for admittance. 
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Since the workshop was open for a longer period of time, it was important to 
develop a marketing strategy that helped remind students of the opportunity to 
participate throughout the window of rolling enrollment. Prior to the COVID-19 
pandemic, the business librarians utilized the physical library space to display 
posters, table tents, and other signs, but during the pandemic, it became necessary 
to rely solely on electronic means of communication. Specifically, the business 
librarians, with assistance from the Goizueta Business Library’s Marketing Project 
Coordinator, shared information about the workshop series via email, business 
school newsletters, and blog posts to gather attention and encourage participation. 
The majority of these communications included brief text blurbs with links to the 
Goizueta Business Library’s webpage on Business Essentials or with a link to a one-
page schedule of the workshop series.  
 
Figure 7: Spring 2021 schedule of the Business Essentials Workshop series 
Throughout the course of the workshops, maintaining strong lines of 
communication and setting clear expectations with students proved necessary. The 
business librarians relied heavily on the Announcement feature in Canvas to send 
out information about deadlines, grades, and credit to ensure that students had a 
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clear understanding of how to complete the workshop successfully. This method 
allowed the business librarians to convey information quickly to an entire pool of 
registrants rather than needing to send individual emails throughout the duration 
of the workshop. 
 
Figure 8: Example announcement from Spring 2021 workshop 
 
Successes and Challenges 
 
As with most pilot projects, the business librarians experienced successes and 
challenges related to the development and implementation of the advanced Google 





Since the sessions were online, the business librarians did not face the same 
restrictions on class size as they would have in an in-person session held in a small 
classroom with a 25-student limit. In fact, for each semester that the advanced 
Google workshop was offered, 45-50 students registered. In addition, the class was 
accessible virtually anywhere since students only needed a computer and internet 
to complete the modules. Further, students had more flexibility to approach the 
material at their own pace and on their own schedule since the workshop was open 
for a broad window of time. During the COVID pandemic, when many students 
were completing coursework from across multiple time zones, offering this level of 
flexibility proved vital. Moreover, since the business librarians were notified via 
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email as soon as a student submitted an assignment or quiz, they could 




Over the course of the workshop, the business librarians recognized that not all 
students responded to the presentations the same way. Some students found the 
PowerPoint presentations easy to navigate, while other students would have 
preferred video tutorials. Furthermore, there were times when the business 
librarians struggled to craft questions and assignments clearly enough so that 
students understood what was expected of them without additional clarification. 
Moreover, the business librarians had to determine how to grade assignments 
fairly, given the open-ended nature of the activities and the fact that no one answer 
was correct. 
 
On a more holistic level, the business librarians learned that they often needed to 
instruct students not to overcomplicate the process. Many students were eager to 
create elaborate search strings and would inadvertently misuse Boolean logic and 
some of the other advanced search techniques in the process. Although the business 
librarians were delighted with this enthusiasm, sometimes encouraging students to 
think about their searches more simply provided better answers and results. 
 
Feedback and Assessment 
 
In the advanced Google workshop, the business librarians utilized a standardized 
course feedback form that was used across all Canvas classes. To ensure that 
students provided feedback, the students were required to fill out the form to 
receive credit for the course.  
 
Each student was asked four questions and had unlimited space to provide 
responses: 
 
• “What did you gain as a business researcher by doing these activities? Do you 
have specific projects or interviews coming up where you can apply your new 
skills? Be specific!” 
• “Did this class meet your expectations? I'm totally open to your critique!” 
• “Did the name of this class accurately represent the content? We’d love to 
hear your suggestions for a better course name if you have any.”  
14




• “To help us with future planning, please tell me approximately how long it 
took you to complete these activities.” 
 
Positive Feedback Trends 
 
Overall, the feedback received from students was positive. The majority of 
participants thought the class was well-organized and generally easy to follow. Most 
students reported that, after attending the workshop, they had learned new skills 
and understood how to apply them to class projects, interview preparation, and 
beyond. Further, students appreciated how interactive, relevant, and engaging the 
content was, and liked that they could adapt their searches to their own personal 
and professional interests. 
 
Constructive Feedback Trends 
 
Of course, there were also features of the workshop that needed to be improved. For 
instance, several students offered constructive feedback that helped the business 
librarians redesign sections of the directions and presentations to make them easier 
to follow. Specifically, several students mentioned that some of the instructions for 
quizzes and activities lacked clarity. Also, both through observation and through 
student comments, the business librarians noticed that a few presentations needed 
additional information and explanation to help students build successful search 
strategies. Further, a few students suggested that the business librarians develop 
video tutorials to help them better understand the content—a suggestion that the 
business librarians are considering implementing in the next iteration of the class. 
 
Making Evergreen Content 
 
In addition to teaching advanced Google strategies to a cohort of undergraduate 
business students, the business librarians began to consider methods for sharing 
this content beyond the walls of the business school. Specifically, the business 
librarians wanted to find a method to openly share content without paywalls or 
passwords throughout the Emory community and beyond. After considering a 
variety of platforms for sharing content (including LibGuides, an open Canvas 
course, etc.), they ultimately decided to create a longer PDF document from a 
PowerPoint deck that included an interactive table of contents. This format allowed 
for easy sharing via email and the GBL website, and could be embedded in 
LibGuides, Canvas courses, and more. 
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As the business librarians continue to offer the advanced Google workshop in 
Canvas, it will be necessary to routinely update, rework, and refresh the modules, 
to draw focus to the credibility of sources, and to emphasize that research does not 
stop with finding one source. Similarly, it will be important to keep abreast of any 
changes within Google search, as well as changing topics of interest to the students. 
Activities will be updated to incorporate topics relevant to the students as well as 
current events, for example, moving beyond COVID and emphasizing career 
preparation, personal interests, and more. Finally, in response to student feedback, 





Overall, teaching students how to conduct thoughtful research and identify credible 
sources using Google has been a challenging but necessary aspect of the support 
that the business librarians at Emory University offer their students. Rather than 
telling students to avoid internet searching, the advanced Google workshop in 
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Canvas instead showed students strategic techniques for formulating searches and 
targeting the best sources no matter the topic. Perhaps most importantly, this 
workshop has given students the tools to conduct thoughtful, critical research not 
only throughout their educational journey, but long after graduation.  
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